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WS 2.3.C: Lakes in Mountain regions as integrative landscape elements: ecosystem services and threats

Alpine Lakes
• provide a range of Ecosystem Services (ESs) of which agriculture, tourism and e.g. fishery businesses profit;

• are vulnerable alpine ecosystems and threatened by man through direct impacts + climate change;
• these forcings can amplify, induce large deviations of ecological conditions;
• such self-reinforcing cycles pose major hazards to alpine lakes and can result in irreversible ESs losses;
• declining ESs availabilities are likely to cause stakeholder-conflicts;
• lake surface-temperature (LST) - linked to air-temperatures - determine ecological properties, states and functions;
• while global mean air-temperatures rose about 1° C those across the European Alps climbed 2° C;
• LST observations reveal anthropogenic aerosols from 1950 to 80 - then GHGs as dominant climate forcings;
• linking LST deviations in lake ecosystems to ES- reductions requires long-term evolutions;
• this requires LST reconstructions far back in time;
• as assessments of potential changes in decades ahead need LST projections until 2100;

• stakeholder conflicts ahead may be forseen via ensemble of LST projections forced by pathways of mankind (RCPs);

CLAIMES
central goal of this 36 month project operating in two study regions is the anticipatory management of stakeholder
conflicts over potentially altered availabilities of alpine lakes’ Ecosystem Services (Ess) induced by direct and indirect
anthropogenic impacts and therefrom derived policy advice.

WP1: LST reconstructions and ensemble-projections
•
•
•
•
•

past hydro/atmo-spheric observations + future atmospheric projections
LST simulations: model calibration + performance assessments
via LST reconstructions back to 1880 – journeys through 140 yrs ecosystem-behavior
regional and local climate modelling through evolutions until 2100
establishment of future LST ensemble projections forced by man

past hydro- & atmo-spheric observations + future atmospheric evolutions
LST sources: digitized from HZB chronicles +
complemented by eHYD

period covered at all lakes shown : 1950-2016
and with partly large gaps max back to 1901

atmospheric observations: air-temp, pressure,
totals at sites shown (HISTALP)

period covered at considered sites: 1880-2016

LST simulation from atmospheric elements:
setup + validation framework
• MLR approaches for each lake and every month throughout
the seasonal cycle;
• consideration of mathematical and physical constraints as
well as performance thresholds (Figure) limit the amount of
candidates (i.e. potentially possible models);
• model performances are assessed in validation frameworks
(requiring about 160 million numerical experiments);
• and models are ranked according to skill-profiles
(correlation, rmse, absolute and relative error);
• accounting for lakes’ heat capacity by implementing a lag-1
LST memory.

model performances
performances of models simulating monthly
LSTs across Austria’s territory within the
European Alps exhibit a seasonal cycle, which
is characterized by periodically strengthening
and weakening model-linkages having their
minimum during the cold season and
attaining maximum values in summer as well
as by the stochastic appearance of significant
weather and lake processes.
LST models have been selected through an
extensive validation framework – more than
160 Mio experiments have to be carried out.

LST reconstructions (1880-2016)

•throughout cal+validation period 1950-2016
generally suitable model performances

•‘global dimming’ and anthr. GHG effect visible!
• high performance even daces off calibration!

pathways of mankind + regional to local climate modelling
climate-change projections associated with different pathways of mankind realized by Global Climate Models
(GCMs) are not valid for subcontinental regions. In order to assess potential impacts there, GCM projections must
be cascaded down (von Storch et al. 1993). Once available at HISTALP sites, our models may estimate future LSTs.

so far already reached conclusions and next steps
• LST model-performances very suitable and consistent with saesonal cycle of atmo-hydrosphere
linkage + stochastic lake and weather processes;
• Consideration of memory by accounting 1-lag LST term increases performances in winter but is of
vanishing importance in summer;
• Mankind‘s fingerprint (global dimming followed by anthropogenig GHG) is not just visible in airtemperatures but independently sustained by LST observations!
• LST simulations are - even decades away from calibration periods - in unexpected high accordance
with independent LST observations!
• Regional climate modelling in the European Alpine Region will be carried out via an approach
based on Empirical Orthogonal Functions (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999) and MLR linkages
between atmospheric processes across the North-Atlantic+European sector and HISTALP sites.

• Ensemble projections at HISTALP stations until 2100 shall refer to three pathways of mankind (‚2°
Paris 2015‘, ‚first measures‘ and ‚business as usual‘).

Thank you very much for your attention!

